vast quantity of grain-like food; and we had harvested and prepared it in a variety of dishes, and there had been little complaint about flavor, nor any other general dissatisfaction.

And we lived now without killing other life. We advanced and matured without exploiting, abusing, or torturing.

But here now was news of some reactionary conspirator making a commodity out of vegetables—and we knew that life was in all plants and vegetables, the same life that flowed in my veins and drove my heart and brain. We had had ample evidence of that from our holy men and leaders—and from the creatures and beings of all sorts in our communications workshops, which I myself directed.

And here also was news that perhaps animals, after all these years free from such scientific horror and atrocity, were being used, made to suffer, perhaps die again, in some kind of experiment.

(To be continued in the next issue)

George Abbe
S.U.N.Y., Plattsburgh
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MEETINGS

Public Responsibility in Medicine and Research:

"The Roles and Responsibilities of Animal Research Committees"

November 18-19, 1985
The Colonnade Hotel
Boston, Massachusetts

Co-sponsored by The Tufts University School of Veterinary Medicine

For complete programs and more information: Joan Rachlin, PRM&R, 132 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02116; (617) 423-4112 or 423-1099.

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

PSYCHOLOGIST OF THE YEAR AWARD

For exceptional contribution to the advancement of animal welfare science and philosophy

Nominee need to address the issues of ethical treatment of animals while contributing toward easing their pain and suffering in the laboratory or elsewhere. Please send nominations with description of person's contribution(s) to: Dr. Sam Moeller, Birchwood Estates, Saratoga Lakes, N. Y. (1985).

PSYCHOLOGISTS for the ETHICAL TREATMENT OF ANIMALS